GP
Arguments and Examples
For Essay and AQ

Updated 2012 edition includes 237 examples across:
Science and Tech (p. 1), Media (p. 32), Globalisation (p. 50), Environment (p. 62), Education (p. 74), Gender (p. 88),
Biography is Destiny (p. 99), Geography and Population (p. 104), Aid and Poverty (p. 111), Freedom and Politics (p. 127),
Statistics and Math (p. 131), Choice (p. 135), History (p. 137), Singapore (p. 142), Crime (p. 146), Happiness (p. 156), and
other quotes and essay plans. Rock on!

Essay and AQ Reminders
GENERAL FORMAT
Introduction

What (Answer) / Why (Thesis) / Where (Roadmap)

Paragraph 1 (Supporting)

Topic Sentence / Describe Example / Explain Example /
Evaluate Argument / Link to Qn / Link to Next Para

Paragraph 2 (Supporting)

Topic Sentence / Describe Example / Explain Example /
Evaluate Argument / Link to Qn / Link to Next Para

Paragraph 3 (Opposing)

Topic Sentence / Describe Example / Explain Example /
Evaluate Argument / Link to Qn / Link to Next Para

Paragraph 4 (Supporting)

Topic Sentence / Describe Example / Explain Example /
Evaluate Argument / Link to Qn / Link to Next Para

Conclusion

Recap / Final Thoughts

TIPS
• Choose essay questions that fit these criteria
! You fully understand the question
AND
! Your favourite topic that we’ve
covered before
OR
! A general question that lets you tie in
multiple chapters we’ve covered
OR
! A question on Singapore or Youth that
you can relate to
• Put balancing points in middle & rebut them
• Name our sources! They work!
• An AQ is a mini essay. That’s why the
format is just about the same
! Remember the “3 quotes from the
passage” requirement

Comprehension Reminders
• Reading the passage
! Write down the main idea of each
paragraph briefly if it helps
! Skip the parts you don’t know when
reading the first time
! Find the author’s main point. Don’t
confuse with the author’s balancing points
• Simple Individual Questions

• Harder Questions
! A paradox is a contradiction
! Irony involves original intent and an action
that leads to an opposite outcome
! A pun is a play on words with similar
sounds. Say, Confucian confusion
! Explain a metaphor literally, then say what
its real meaning in the passage is

! Simple questions usually ask what the
author said or the reason for a claim

! Quote marks “” mean “not really the original
meaning”, like not really a crisis

! Read the relevant part of the passage,
find what was said and SIMPLY
PARAPHRASE!

! Parentheses () contain related information
that is not essential

! Check to make sure your paraphrased
part answers the question directly

! “…” means the cycles goes on
• Vocabulary
! Make sure you can fit the words you write
down back into the original sentence, and try to
get as close to the original meaning as poss.

The#Club#Sandwich#Paragraph#Format#
Topic#Sentence#

introducing#the#main#
argument#of#the#paragraph#

Evidence,#part#one##
Checkpoint#Sentence#
making#sure#things#are#on#
track#and#relevant#to#the#
ques7on#

Concluding#Sentence#

Tell#a#story,#give#some#
ﬁgures,#quote#an#expert,#
recount#recent#news#

Evidence,#part#two##

Tell#another#story#etc.#or#
elaborate#on#the#
signiﬁcance#of#the#evidence#
(this#is#why#it#maSers)#

explicitly#linking#to#ques7on#

Think%of%the%bread%as%linking#sentences#you%create%to%*e%things%back%to%the%ques*on.%%Think%
of%the%meat#and#veggies#as%content%in%the%form%of%examples,%details%and%analysis.%%%%

Summarise#to#Create#Thesis#(I)#
When%summarising%for%the%comprehension,%you%highlight#the#key#ideas%and%
then%condense#them#further#to%max%out%content%and%ﬁt%the%word%count%
Humans#are#dis,nguished#from#other#animals#by#
opposable#thumbs,#a#large#rela7ve#brain#mass#
and#a#capacity%for%self;awareness.#Our#salva,on#
may#well#lie#in#the#laSer;#in#the#words#of#William#
James,#“Man#alone#of#all#the#creatures#of#earth#
can%change%his%own%pa?ern.%Man%alone%is%the%
architect%of%his%des,ny.”#A#more#hopeful#des7ny#
may#yet#be#claimed#by#bold%entrepreneurs,%
inventors%and%iconoclasts%ac7ng#within#a%ﬂuid%
framework%of%global%responsibility.#There#is#
poten7ally#a#dynamic%and%fer,le%polarity#
between#global%capitalism%and%holis,c%ecology,#a#
balance#similar#to#the#one#con7nually#struck#–#
and#unstruck#–#between#management#and#labour#
groups,#each%needing%the%other%to%keep%honest.##

People#are#uniquely%able%to%
reﬂect%on%our%ac,ons.##We#can#
protect#ourselves#through#altering%
our%behaviour#and#shaping%the%
future.##Businessmen,%innovators%
and%mavericks#can#forge#a#
dynamic%mechanism%of%
worldwide%accountability.##There#
is#a#promising,%symbio,c%system%
of%checks#between#business#and#
environmental#interests.#

Summarise#to#Create#Thesis#(II)#
Similarly,% look% at% the% main# ideas# from# your# brainstorming% exercise% and%
summarise%them%such%that%they%can%ﬁt#in#one#sentence#covering%your%main%idea%
Point%One:#
Educa7on#imparts%literacy%and%numeracy,#without#which#we#cannot#func7on#in#a#
knowledge#economy.##Studies#demonstrate#signiﬁcant#leaps#in#life7me#earnings#with#
higher#educa7on.##And#even#educa7on#as#part#of#microﬁnance#eﬀorts#helps#the#poor#
par7cipate#in#the#cash#economy#and#escape#from#poverty.#
Point%Two:#
Educa7on#may#be#guilty#of#not#evolving#with#the#7mes.##Ken#Robinson#tells#us#that#
modern#educa7on#systems#were#created#to#meet#the#needs#of#the#industrial#
revolu7on.##Since#then,#the#needs%of%the%workforce%have%changed%rapidly,#to#say#
nothing#of#crea7vity#and#lateral#thinking.###
Point%Three:#
Implicit#in#the#debate#is#that#educa7on#creates#opportunity#through#social#mobility.##
Learning#begets#skills#and#the#opportunity#to#move#to#higher#paying#jobs.##While#it#is#
beSer#to#have#an#educa7on#than#not,#social%mobility%is%under%threat.##Studies#indicate#
increasingly#entrenched#social#classes#as#elites#ﬁnd#ways#to#perpetuate#themselves.#
Point%Four:#
There#are#exogenous%factors%that%educa,on%cannot%control,#limi7ng#its#impact.##One#
is#seismic#economic#changes.##Youth#unemployment#in#Greece#and#Spain#today#is#
reportedly#50%,#as#a#result#of#ﬁscal#problems#and#compe77veness#issues#exacerbated#
by#Eurozone#turmoil.##Educa7on#may#not#be#to#blame#but#that#is#scant#consola7on.#

While#educa7on#is#
the#main%path%to%
knowledge%and%
work%skills,#it#lags%
behind%economic%
changes#and#its#
promise#of#social%
mobility%is%under%
threat#from#
external#factors.##
Hence,#it#is#
increasingly%
inaccurate#to#say#
that#educa7on#will#
create#a#beSer#
future#for#today’s#
youth.##

Concepts:#
#
Science#vs#tech#
#
Industrial#Applica7ons#
#
The#tool#vs#the#user#
#
Frankenstein#and#
Prometheus#
#
Privacy#vs#Security#
#
Job#displacement#
#
Wikinomics#
#
The#Long#Tail#
#
Educa7on#and#
informa7on#sharing#

Tech#
Tech#and#equality#
Tech#and#a#beSer#life#

Tech#and#ethics#
Tech#and#complexity#

Tech#and#work#skills#
Tech#and#destruc7on#

Concepts:#
#
We#need#the#evidence!!!#
(penguins,#red#rivers#etc.)#
#
Costs#can#include#pollu7on,#
food#issues,#global#warming,#
resource#deple7on…#
#
Who#are#the#stakeholders#
and#what#should#they#be#
doing#
#
The#Tragedy#of#the#
Commons#
#
The#role#of#CULTURE#
#
It’s#the#economy,#stupid#
#
Malthusians#&#Cornucopians#

Environment#
Growth#vs#the#
environment#

How#good#are#the#
solu7ons#
Amazingly,%no%one%asks%
how%bad%the%problem%is%
(teachers%are%liberals)%
Do#we#have#the#will#to#
solve#the#problems#
How#should#natural#
resources#be#managed#
(ecotourism#etc)#

Concepts:#
#
The#Na7onal#Iden7ty:#
na7on#of#immigrants,#no#
Umturn,#liSle#red#dot,#
disneyland#with#the#death#
penalty,#a#ﬁne#country,#
asian#values#
#
Genera7on#Gaps#
#
The#role#of#the#Arts#
#
Culture#and#Tradi7on#
#
Media#and#poli7cal#
freedom#
#
The#state#of#educa7on#
#
Son#power#and#diplomacy##
#
#

Singapore#

Gini#coeﬃcient#higher#than#USA#
(income#inequality)#
Abysmal#Total#Fer7lity#Rate#
Immigra7on#and#integra7on#–#
mel7ng#pot#vs#salad#bowl#
The#rise#of#alterna7ve#media#
CPF#and#the#dependency#ra7o#
Investment#in#the#Arts:#
Esplanade,#Fringe#Fes7val,#Arts#
Fes7val,#NAFA,#SOTA#

We#have#held#the#rota7ng#chair#
Educa7onal#reforms:#special# of#the#UN#Security#Council#
ability#schools,#no#more#
banding,#project#work#(lol)#

TOPIC
Science overall
impact

SOURCE
How has science
changed the world we
live in?

IDEA
ANALYSIS / COMMENTS
Science has changed the world in terms of giving us new
solutions to old problems, new headaches that accompany
the solutions, and fresh perspectives on who we are.
- We can solve previously intractable medical problems,
Might also be time to bust out the idea of cryogenic
save ourselves, run the risk of playing god and creating
freezing in a twist on the "goodbye is rarely forever"
new ethical dilemmas around cloning and embryonic stem theme.
cells (and then have new techniques emerge that negate
the need for "embryonic" stem cells, skirting the ethical
issue)
- DNA sequencing (Human Genome Project) has helped us "Who we are"
trace our ancestral lineage and identify genetic
susceptibility to diseases
- We now have the power to geo-engineer and affect our
environment so much that media outlets wonder if we
have entered a new geological age, the Anthropocene
- We hold in our hands the power to destroy life as we
know it (nuclear bombs, fears of Large Hadron Colliders
generating black holes)

The BBC reported on it. It must be true.

- Similar to science explaining the unknown points, science
also unearths new findings that portend paradigm shifts in This has been largely questioned by the scientific
our conception of the world, like the neutrinoes
community and attributed to flaws in experimental
experiments of 2011 where particles supposedly travelled design and conduct. But still, philosophically, the
faster than the speed of light.
challenge remains.
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TOPIC
Science overall
impact

SOURCE
IDEA
Have we placed too
Faith is justified:
much faith in science? - The scientific method of generating hypotheses, testing
them and rejecting old findings when new evidence
emerges is preferable to superstition and horrific acts of
human rights violations

ANALYSIS / COMMENTS
Use the definitions from above on what "science"
may entail.

- Science has helped us answer some age old mysteries,
informing us of our place in the universe, explaining the
unknown
- We have invested in science and future technology in
blind faith and it has rewarded us with cures

Recycle everything from medical… cures, Pistorius...

- Science has helped us somewhat solve the food crisis
Charles Kenny cow picture article
Faith is excessive:
- We have used science and its applications to create an
industrial society of abundance, but we are no happier

Quote Dan Pink on the feature of modern age being a
unslaked thirst for transcendence

- The food solutions are not without their pitfalls (loss of
biodiversity, food companies creating GM crops that
require farmers to buy expensive new seeds each round)
- For some, science replaces religion as yet another one of
Doris Lessing's dogmas to cling to. They may see no need
for spirituality or the humanities.
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TOPIC
Technology

SOURCE
Technology key word
essays

IDEA
ANALYSIS / COMMENTS
Watch out for the key words they tack onto the tech essays.
Think hard about what these key words mean to Auntie,
and how you can push the definition and implications
without going off point. Don’t be too eager to force fit
your favourite tech examples in.
"Simple pleasure": Auntie means sipping tea with friends,
watching the clouds go by, keeping in touch with family,
spending a hassle free day shopping, attending traditional
cultural events, having conservative values etc... NOT
going to play LAN games.
"Drug": Is tech our new drug? Well, are we addicted? Do
we experience withdrawal symptoms? Does it give us a
short run high and long run problems? Is it borderline
illicit? Do we fight wars over it? And for how much of the
world's population is this true?
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TOPIC
Technology
overall impact

SOURCE
Technology as the
bridge between
developed and
developing countries

IDEA
Tech & Int'l Aid: Kiva, freerice.org etc. Using the Internet
to cast a wider net to find donors and funds to help the
poor.

ANALYSIS / COMMENTS
This question is mildly philosophical but not too hard
to understand. Think about the different ways you
can interpret "bridge"...

Tech and Industries: Brad deLong's 'exports as the best
school to internalise the technologies and hierarchies of
Industrialisation', and pull poor countries out of the
poverty trap through exports rather than monetary aid.

- diplomatic links
- cultural exchange
- physical infrastructure links
- economic development path
(transitioning from being a poor country to becoming
a rich one)

Tech and culture: Individuals can broadcast videos of
events and reach more people around the world. Whether
this will lead to cosmopolitanism or the Clash of
Civilisations is up for debate (see Tech section above)
Tech and economic development: the case has been made
that countries that are able to afford technology and ramp
up infrastructure development can quickly leapfrog older
countries and technologies to become first world countries
in their own right, hence bridging the gap between rich
and poor countries. Singapore is often cited as an example.
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TOPIC
Technology
overall impact

SOURCE
Technology as a
leveller or equalising
force

IDEA
Similar to the "bridge" question above, but focused on the
individual as well as groups and countries. Points can
include:
- The individual and poverty (see Kiva above)
- Globalisation and jobs (Friedman or Florida below)
- A country's standing in the world (using technology to
grow industries or spread influence or build weapons,
thereby growing hard or soft power)
- Gender (see the Pinker summary in the gender section)
- E-commerce (individuals can now start businesses that
have a global outreach at very low cost thanks to low to no
cost website setup, payment processors (PayPal etc), and
logistics outsourcing (UPS etc). In Cambodia, banks are
also using mobile phones to allow poor people access to
banking services even if they can't reach an ATM).

ANALYSIS / COMMENTS
This question is one of many "cheating" general
questions that allow us to bring in points from all our
other chapters. After all, there are many ways to
determine if a person or group has equal status and
opportunities.
Incidentally, in general questions like this, if you are
stuck or don't know how to organise our points, use
the POLITICAL - SOCIAL -ECONOMIC approach.
In other words, try to group the points under 3
paragraphs or so of political impact, social impact,
economic impact.
This is significant because even in countries like
India with many ppl living below the poverty line,
most ppl have mobile phones

- But powerful obstacles remain in the way of equalisation Remember, dear science students, technology
including initial endowments (geographic advantages,
CANNOT SOLVE EVERYTHING.
population), entrenched class systems and views of
women and minorities, the poverty trap, healthcare costs
and access etc.
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